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The Sunset in Capri capsule is  a Saks  exclus ive. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana/Saks
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Italian fashion label Dolce & Gabbana has teamed with department store brand Saks Fifth Avenue for an exclusive
capsule collection for the whole family.

The "Sunset in Capri" collection for men, women and children is available starting June 22 in select Saks stores and
online. In the colorful tradition of Dolce & Gabbana, the pieces evoke a summer vacation in the Mediterranean.

Sunset in Capri
Available only through Saks, the collection is anchored by a lemon motif that adorns dresses, shirts, shorts, footwear
and more. The citrus theme is complimented by a color palette of sunny yellow, deep ocean blues, crisp white and
touches of green.

For women, the capsule offers flared and sheath dresses, caftans, tees, skirts, handbags, accessories and more. The
men's offerings include collared shirts, hoodies, tees, jeans and more.

The collection has pieces for the whole family

Similar or matching children's pieces are also available in the lemon prints, including dresses, hoodies and shorts.
Prices for the capsule range from $215 for a children's T -shirt to $3,545 for women's dresses.

There is also variety in the prints, from botanical-inspired lemon prints against striped- or solid-colored
backgrounds to more elaborate baroque designs featuring the limoni.

Dolce & Gabbana also offered men's, women's and children's pieces in its most recent collaboration with
American record producer DJ Khaled.

The second capsule collection from DJ Khaled and Dolce & Gabbana is anchored by a Caribbean-blue print
adorned with pink flamingos, green palms and accented with zebra print details. The vibrant designs reflect the
record producer's energy and the neon aesthetic of Miami (see story).
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